
A SUMMARY OF THE SUBJECT OF ETHNOMETHODOLOGY

Ethnomethodology is the study of the methods or practices that people use to these accounts, but rather with the
practice of accounting as a topic of analysis.

Examples i. Indexicality The concept of indexicality is a key core concept for ethnomethodology. The
discovery of society. Ethnomethodology is a development from symbolic interactionism , particularly
Goffman. Sacks, a. The existential fear of humans requires the construction of sense in everyday life. Using an
appropriate Southern California example: ethno refers to a particular socio-cultural group for example, a
particular, local community of surfers ; method refers to the methods and practices this particular group
employs in its everyday activities for example, related to surfing ; and ology refers to the systematic
description of these methods and practices. Offenses by juveniles from "broken homes" were treated more
seriously than offenses by those from other social backgrounds. Sharrock, Classic Disputes in Sociology. But
these are always actively produced through interaction among social actors, but not necessarily in a conscious
or meaningful manner. In actual practice, these strategies tend to be combined in various ways. That is, this
social conduct not adherence to some rationality imposed by sociological study or norms and roles perceived
to be common to all in society. It involves the study of ordinary practices by first mechanically recording
some of their 'products', by the use of audio or video equipment. He concluded that understanding actions and
events involves a circular process of reasoning in which part and whole, foreground and background, are
dynamically adjusted to one another. For example, an ethnomethodologist might study how a telephone
conversation is shaped by the actions of a caller and the responses of a receiver rather than by the subject
matter of the conversation. Ethnomethodologists primarily examine particular encounters and attempt to
uncover the common practices that social actors may assume or not consciously consider. This critique
originated in his reading of Alfred Schutz , though Garfinkel ultimately revised many of Schutz's ideas. Those
whose actions could not be interpreted by means of this reasoning were met with anger and demands that they
explain themselves. For instance, ethnomethodology notes that words are reliant for their meaning based on
the context in which they are used; they are indexical. Interaction produces occasions and matters of fact.
Therefore I would like to give an impression of his theory and take a closer look on some of his empirical
studies. The particulars of objects and events do not have a "one-toone" fit with their less specific
representations in descriptions or codings. In both fields, the participants are concerned with the
administration of socially consequential categories and in bothâ€”with their indigenous preoccupation with
classification and definitionâ€”normalizing processes were close to the surface of organizational life and were
somewhat easier to track. These studies are continuous with earlier investigations in that they examine the
practical context and practical achievement of scientific and workplace activities. Another problem is the
equality implicit in the conversations provided by Garfinkel. While the sociologist may have difficulty in
constructing a theory of social action, individuals in social interaction construct common-sense understandings
through their production of social action. That this presumption is actively sustained, he shows, emerges in
environmentsâ€”ranging from everyday events to more specialized contexts such as the law courts, mental
hospitals, and research scienceâ€”where witnesses disagree in their depiction of objects and events. Following
Karl Mannheim , he termed this process "the documentary method of interpretation. Documentary method of
interpretation The documentary method is the method of understanding utilised by everyone engaged in trying
to make sense of their social worldâ€”this includes the ethnomethodologist. In terms of changes in topic, they
report that in conversations between men and women men were more likely than women to unilaterally
changed the topic of conversation. The confusion between the two disciplines stems, in part, from the practices
of some ethnomethodologists including Garfinkel , who sift through phenomenological texts, recovering
phenomenological concepts and findings relevant to their interests, and then transpose these concepts and
findings to topics in the study of social order. This proved to be useful to researchers studying social order in
laboratories who wished to understand how scientists conducted their experiments without either endorsing or
criticising their activities. Accordingly ethnomethodology wants to reveal knowledge and methods whereby
members of society accomplish the quantity of everyday behavior.


